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Holiday Advent 
Calendar

This project uses a wooden Advent 
mini cupboard from a craft store.

Supplies:
Advent cupboard
White paint
Glue Stick
Modge Podge
Tacky Glue
Pink and Green cardstock
Cuttlebug
Letter Dies for the Cuttlebug
Cardboard Tree Form
Green teeshirt yarn
Pearl top pins
Pink novelty ribbon

Step 1. Paint the advent cupboard all over with white paint, making sure to not paint over the handles, 
remove them if you have to.

Step 2.  Grab your pink and green card stock and cut out numbers 1 - 25 on the Cuttlebug using 
Cuttlebug alpha/number dies. 

      

      Step 3. Glue the numbers 1 - 25 onto each of the doors with  
      a glue stick. Once they are all on go over top of them with  
      Modge Podge to ensure they stay on for a good long time. 

Step 4. Put a bead of tacky glue all the way around the 
bottle of the cupboard and cover it with a pink novelty 
ribbon. 
NOTE: you may want to use sewing pins to hold the ribbon in place so it doesn’t slide down. 
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Step 5. Grab your cardboard Christmas tree form and a roll of pre-made tee shirt yarn. 
If you need a refresher on how to make tee-shirt yarn visit www.lovelylula.com. 
Wrap the tree from bottom up with the green teeshirt yarn, occasionally running beads of glue to hold 
it in place on he cardboard form. Set a side to dry.

Step 6. Once the tree is dry use sewing pins with pear ends and push them through the extra num-
bers you have sitting around and then through the tree form. 

Step 7. On the top of your Advent Calendar Cupboard glue down some pink cardstock and green 
polka-dot.

Set in place for the holidays - Enjoy!


